[A method for the chronic electromagnetic recording of eye and head movements in monkeys].
A search-coil method for two-dimensional chronic registration of eye and head movements is described. The method is based on the analysis of the electromotive force induced by a magnetic field in a search coil. The output parameters of the original dual system were measured using both the standard search coil and that implanted into monkey's eye. The precision of eye movement recording was evaluated in real time. Standard deviation of spontaneous noise level for both channels was equal to 0.16 degrees (deg). The same parameters representing eye movement error during gaze fixation in the horizontal (in the range of -20/+20 deg) and vertical (in the range of -13/+13 deg) directions were equal to 0.27-0.38 and 0.23-0.31 deg, respectively. The obtained errors were comparable with the angular size of the peripheral target stimuli (0.20 deg), which had to be traced by an animal with saccadic movements.